LIFE OF VIJAYKRISHNA
Sadhaka finds himself immersed in unspeakable mystical
bliss, and realizing the immanental unity of God, looks
upon the Creation as a feast of Love and Sacrifice. Next.
the Sadhaka is initiated into the cult of Love—the highest
rung in the ladder which the 'climber upward' can hope
for. With the descent of the Angel of Love from the blue
sky to the lap of the Earth, everything begins to pulsate
with a new life.   The dress of moon-light shines more
beautifully on the lush grass ; the untiring songsters pour
forth their ceaseless strain of melody from the fragrant
flower-shrubs ; the sudden spring-breeze rustles through
the silent grove ; behind the grey of mist, the sun rises,
and waves of silver, shot with sparks of crimson, begin
their joyful dance in the eastern sky ; the visible screen
is lifted up from every sight by an invisible fairy hand ;
and the genial warmth of Love melts down the icy sentinel
of the Arctic/ streams of freedom come gushing forth, and
the vagrant cascades, in their energetic eagerness to unite
with the ocean, flow on merrily through the burning tracts
of the desert that had so long replied in an arrogant 'No'
to all human demands for relationship. The complexion
of Krishna is of a piece with new summer-clouds sailing
over the boundless blue. His cloth is yellow, His garland
is a wreath of mystic maze, the eternal flute is ever in
His hands, and He is in the form of a Cop a. When the
Master attained this stage, tears coursed down his cheeks,
his peals of laughter frightened his compeers and
associates, the deeps of his heart were unlocked. Namdev,
the great South Indian saint, said that in that very madness
a devotee exhorts, "Run, jump, cry, laugh, sing ;
emotional feeling wells up in spite of myself,' why then
let every man witness it." Our Master at this time
actually talked with God off and on, and he realized that
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